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INTRODUCTION
Prior to making templates like these, Content Cupcakes was a

full service social media and content creation agency. Let me

put my experience to good use and help you grow your social

media.

I (Erica) have a neurological disorder that prevents me from

working a predictable daily schedule. This led to me shutting

down my digital agency and switching to template offerings. 

Your purchases allow me to earn a living despite my illness,

and I can't thank you enough. 

In this guide, I will share important information regarding all the

major social media channels, caption writing tips, as well as

tools that I personally used and recommend.

Some links included in this guide are referral links, and I may receive

a small commission. (Thank you!)
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Join Now, DM me, Comment below, Register to Win, etc.)

Choose the platforms that are best for your business.
You don't need to be everywhere, in fact, I'd recommend limiting yourself

to 1-3 channels depending on who your target audience and how much

time you have to devote to managing your social media presence.

Keep a consistent brand across platforms.
Brand recognition is key when it comes to the visuals and "voice" of your

company. Potential clients should be able to easily recognize you and feel

like they know who your business is and what you are about. 

Post consistently.
You need to post several times a week on your social media channels,

posting consistently will help you grow your audience, get your posts

served up to more eyeballs and help with creating top-of-mind awareness. 

Monitor your accounts + engage your audience.
Respond to comments on your posts and return engagement with your

audience (likes, comments, etc.) to grow your followers.

Pack a punch with your captions.
Captions should have a strong headline, followed by some "meat" -

information/offer and closed with a strong call to action. (Click Here, 
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INSTAGRAM
Format: Image, Video and Text

Gender Demographics: 51% Female, 49% Male

Age Demographics: M 18-34, F 18-34, F 35-54

Monthly Users: 1 billion active users monthly

Time Per Day: 30 minutes
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ALL TIME FRAMES ARE RECORDED IN CENTRAL TIME ZONE (CST).
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FACEBOOK
Format: Image, Video, Links and Text

Gender Demographics: 56% Male, 44% Female

Age Demographics: M 18-34, F 18-34, M 35-54

Monthly Users: 2.85 billion active users monthly

Time Per Day: 34 minutes
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TWITTER
Format: Primarily Text Based 

Gender Demographics: 70% Male, 30% Female

Age Demographics: M 18-34, F 18-34, M 35-54

Monthly Users: 187 million active users monthly

Time Per Day: 6 minutes
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LINKEDIN
Format: Articles, Links, Text, Images

Gender Demographics: 57% Male, 43% Female

Age Demographics: M 18-34, F 25-34, M 35-54

Monthly Users: 310 million active users monthly

Time Per Day: < 1 minute
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PINTEREST
Format: Image and Article Based

Gender Demographics: 77% Female, 15% Male, 8% Unspecified

Age Demographics: F 30-64, F 18-29, M 30-64

Monthly Users: 450 million active users monthly

Time Per Day: 14 minutes
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YOUTUBE
Format: Video

Gender Demographics: 54% Male, 46% Female

Age Demographics: M 25-44, F 25-44, M 18-25

Monthly Users: 2 billion active users monthly

Time Per Day: 42 minutes
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SNAPCHAT
Format: Video

Gender Demographics: 57% Female, 41% Male, 2% Unspecified

Age Demographics: F 13-34, M 13-34, F 34-49

Monthly Users: 265 million active users monthly

Time Per Day: 50 minutes
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GRAPH FROM ACORNINFLUENCE, ALL TIME FRAMES ARE RECORDED IN CENTRAL TIME ZONE (CST).
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TIKTOK
Format: Video

Gender Demographics: 57% Male, 43% Female

Age Demographics: M 10-29, F 10-29 M 30-49

Monthly Users: 689 million active users monthly

Time Per Day: 52 minutes
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for a newsletter. Google CTA examples and you'll find hundreds. 

Don't overlook the importance of a well-written caption.
When posting on an individual account, captions don't need too much time

spent on what's written - but when writing for business and marketing

purposes, your caption is an important part of why you're on social media in

the first place. If you use a platform that allows captions, take the time to

maximize your returns with these tips:

Grab attention with your headline.
Think about how many articles you click on because the headline create

curiosity. Most platforms only display the first X number of characters

meaning your first sentence needs to pack a punch and get readers to want

to click to read more. For ideas, simply google the topic your post is about

and scan the articles that come up for some good headline inspiration.

Add some "meat" aka value.
People don't want to be sold your products or services, you need to slowly

build a relationship through providing them with helpful information,

education and/or offers that they will find of value. Try to use a 10:1 ratio of

value vs. sales promotion.  

Close with a strong call to action (CTA).
Ask the reader to take a deliberate action. This can be something as

simple as liking the post to more involved requests like signing up
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Don't overthink hashtags.
Hashtags can be helpful to get your posts in front of eyes that are most

likely interested in what you are offering, however, it is not an exact science

and social media platforms are flooded with millions (if not billions) of users

also hash-tagging their posts. Definitely hashtag if the option is available,

but don't spend hours going down a rabbit hole trying to find the "perfect"

hashtags.

Skip the popular hashtags.
People have a tendency to see that a hashtag has millions of views and

gravitate towards that. That means your post is going to be in one of the

most competitive hashtags. Instead, look for small-to-mid sized tags that

still fit your niche but you are more likely to be served up on people's feed.

For example, if I were going to use 10 hashtags I would select maybe 2

"popular" ones and the rest would be small-to-mid sized tags.

Monitor the response.
If you are not using a service that keeps track of hashtag response (the

service I use is linked below), keep an eye on how many views or

interaction a post gets. When planning your social media next, take note of

which hashtags you used and sprinkle those hashtags back into your next

set of posts.
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organically.

Engage.
If possible, try to be available for 30 minutes after your post goes up so you

can respond to any comments and follow people who interact with your

post. The more activity your post gets in those first 30 minutes helps boost

how many other people it gets served up to. 

Interact.
Social media has the "social" in it for a reason. Take a little time each week

to look through your followers and pick out ones that seem to be your ideal

client. Go to their pages and like/comment on some of their posts. Use

your keywords or hashtags and search, looking for others in your niche with

a nice following and interact not only with that account but the followers

commenting and interacting on the posts. These are your ideal customers. 

Don't fake it. 
It's tempting to buy into services that sell you likes, followers, engagement

or ever promote handling engagement on your behalf. There are also

engagement groups (pods) of real people who agree to like and share each

other's posts - don't do it. Not only are the platforms actively monitoring

for this activity (and can get you banned) but it also REALLY screws up who

your posts get served up to and how often. As frustrating as it can be to

slowly grow your page, it will pay off in the long run if you do it 
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Resize feature. Design a post once and easily resize for any other platform or

need.

"Pro" photos, graphics, fonts and more. Elevate your designs by having

access to the full suite of options Canva has to offer.

Animation and GIF export. Animated posts are popular, and with a click of a

button you can have an animated post to add to your timeline.

You can choose hashtags from the search and add them into category folders

for easy grab-and-paste use later.

It has an option to randomly select hashtags you've saved in a category to

easily paste into your posts.

It shows you performance and analytics of your hashtags.

It shows you if hashtags are banned.

posting on multiple channels or working with clients on an agency basis.

Canva Pro
For designing social media posts, Canva is my go-to tool of choice. Here are a

few of my favorite reasons why I use Canva Pro for social:

Flick
Easy to use hashtag tool where you type in your keyword and it gives you back

dozens of related hashtags. Here are a few of the reasons I love it:

SocialPilot and Later
These are visual schedulers that allow you to plan out your social media in

advance and it posts on your behalf. Later is great if you are focused on

Instagram as a primary channel whereas SocialPilot is great for those 

https://www.canva.com/pro/
https://flick.tech?fpr=erica64
https://socialpilot.co/plans?fp_ref=contentcupcakes
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